THERE’S A FINE LINE BETWEEN
PASSION AND OBSESSION.
AND WE CROSS IT WITH EVERY STROKE.
We admit that our desire for perfectly crafted paint tools
can border on the extreme. But when your customers get
their hands on our professional brushes and experience the
exceptional performance and outstanding balance, they’ll
be glad that we are the way we are. Obsessive? Maybe.
Well worth it to satisfy your customers? Absolutely.

FOR MORE PASSIONATE SALES, CONTACT
YOUR CORONA REP OR CALL 800.458.3483.

CORONABRUSHES.COM
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The PPG Logo is a registered trademark of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. © 2017 PPG Industries, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

primecoat
The Little Engine That Could
Can’t Anymore.

primecoat

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it
was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was the spring of
hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing
before us”.
These words from the famous writer Charles Dickens could easily sum up life
here at Mug Pub Inc. over the last decade or more. We have experienced the best
of times when our pages were full to the brim with advertising, and the worst of
times when we didn’t know where our next ad dollars were coming from. In the
age of wisdom, we felt sure of our ideas and plans that would benefit our readers,
and in the age of foolishness, we brought you the very short lived
“House Paint” magazine (anybody remember that?).
The epoch of belief was us thinking we could conquer anything
we set our minds to, any story, any problem. The epoch of incredulity came from all the broken promises and cancelled schedules
from industry manufacturers through the years—especially this
year! The season of light shone so bright on us for so many years,
but the season of darkness came far too often as well.
Every spring ushered in the “spring of hope,” knowing that we
publisher
would find great companies and their great products at NHS—prodHANS MUGLER
ucts and concepts that would benefit our readers—but the “winter of
despair” came earlier each year as more and more small to mediumsized companies disappeared from the landscape or got absorbed by bigger companies
who never advertised those companies’ products in our industry again.
When my father, Chris Mugler, started this magazine nearly 28 years ago, and
again when I came on board 14 years ago, we seemingly had everything before us,
but now, we have nothing before us…and to that end, we have made the exceedingly painful decision to close our doors here for good at the end of this year.
Telling it like it is is what we do, so 2018 has been our worst year to date. While
we struggled all year to gain enough ad dollars from industry manufacturers to
increase the thickness of our books and keep this little engine that could chugging up the tracks, we simply can’t do it anymore. In an advertising and marketing
world full of ad agencies that believe they can reach YOU with their messages
through social and digital media, we say to them “good luck!”
Rising printing and postage costs are our biggest line items every month by far,
but the fact that so many industry manufacturers are not running print ads has
been our undoing. It’s not that these manufacturers are turning their backs on the
industry, for the most part they are not, but they do feel there are more effective
ways to reach their core audiences (YOU) and they have been pursuing these new
strategies this year, and seek to expand and expound on them in 2019.
When Dad started The Paint Dealer, he created a magazine that was unlike any
other in the industry, in fact, there was nothing like it in the industry. Dad targeted
the independent paint store owners as his readers for TPD. Sure, there was the venerable “decorating” mag from the old National Decorating Products Association
(NDPA), now the PDRA, but paint, not decorating, was our target. Paint is what
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primecoat
“All I can say back is thank you to each and every
one of you for giving us insight and wisdom
into what it takes to run your business.”

primecoat

independent paint and hardware stores sold the most of, at least at that time, and many still do. For Dad, it wasn’t
about being philanthropic or about raising money for charity or an association. It was all about the needs of the indies
and what we could do in our pages to help their success…and by any measure, successful we were.
As the big boxes moved into the landscape, TPD became the “voice for the independents”. With every issue,
with every passing month and every article, you, the independents, are the folks we tried to help to be successful at
every turn. We strived to bring to you the best business practices, the best industry information, the best products,
and the best-case studies and dealer profiles to illustrate to you that you were not alone out there, that someone
was fighting for you, and that there were others like you who were having success running their stores. Hopefully
you learned from what we wrote about; plenty of you contacted us to say yes, you did.
In hindsight, I probably should have shut this down a year ago. I certainly didn’t have the money to lose that I
have lost, but it was more important to me to try and make another go of it, to provide jobs for my employees and
income to their families, and to honor my Dad and Mom by keeping their dream alive. Dad and Mom are both
gone now, and at the end of this year, so will be this company. While I am glad they were not around to see our
demise, I know they would be happy that we fought the good fight and tried as hard as we did to succeed.
Over the years, I have personally spoken with hundreds of store owners in North America. So many of you have
been so positive, so complimentary, and so thankful for what we have been able to do for you. All I can say back is
thank you to each and every one of you for giving us insight and wisdom into what it takes to run your business.

And the Winner Is...
I would be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge some outstanding individuals in our industry who have done more
than help us along our way…Roland, you were the first person Dad introduced me to in the industry, and your
generosity and loyalty will never be forgotten. The late John Lahey was a champion of ours and we still miss him
dearly. Spillane from Ben Moore was always a straight shooter to us, someone who could be trusted, someone who
still bleeds paint for the industry, and Deb (also at BM) has always been honest and upfront with us. Tom Hardy is
just a genuinely great guy. Makowski made a great product line and showed his loyalty to us yearly until he sold his
company. Cohen was one of the most difficult negotiators I ever faced, but in the end, he was always fair and above
board with us. O’Brien made one of, if not, the best product (Dizzolve) we ever worked with!
Rocky was a good friend to us, and his paint was fantastic! Ben is one of the most remarkable men we ever met,
who called it like he saw it, but has always been a champion of ours and the independents! Dick Hardy was a huge
supporter—he sold his successful product line to RPM. Pat and Meg from 3M believed in us when many others
didn’t. Bruce, the Paint Doctor, always had our back. The late Steve Ellis always made sure his message was in our
pages. John Trenta has been thoughtful and open to what we have tried to accomplish. Ward was always a stand-up
guy to us. The folks we work with at Shurtech Industries are a collection of some of the best people in the industry.
Tony at EVO for believing in us! Dan at Kelly-Moore for working with us as much as he could. Herwig placed a
lot of trust in us and we hope we delivered for him.
Lee and the Richard family for always being in our pages. Sarver makes some wonderful products and he stood
by us through thick and thin. Tom at Dripless trusted us to carry his message to the indies. Brown and Paas at
I-tape were always big supporters and always had some great industry insight to provide our readers. Russo at
NHS always treated us with respect and helped us more than he knows. I know I have left some people off this list,
for many of them, it was not intentional.
We’ll be back one more time—and yes, we are still accepting advertising for our final issue, December’s
PaintPages Directory & Buyers Guide! Thanks to our many friends for their support, trust, advice and good
times…and to our loyal readers, THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING US TO HELP YOU STAY ON THE
ROAD TO SUCCESS! It’s been a wild ride! Peace Out. TPD
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©2017 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Paint like no other, and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co.

When you join the Benjamin Moore retailer network, it’s
your store, not a franchise. Which means no franchise fee,
and 100% of your investment goes into your own store.
Go to benjaminmoore.com/newdealers to learn more.
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Help your contractors turn into...

The 21st Century Painter
By Brandon Paas, Intertape Polymer Group, Consumer Marketing Manager

T

he recovery of the real estate market has considerably increased demand for the U.S. painting
industry. From 2013-2018, the industry grew at an
annual rate of 4.9%, reaching $40.3 billion in total
revenue for 2018. Over the next five years to 2023, the
industry is expected to have annual growth of 1.6%. General residential painting is the largest segment, accounting
for 39.5% of industry revenue. General non-residential
painting comes in at 20% and non-building painting
slightly higher at 22.4%. (Source: IBISWorld Industry
report 23832 Painters in the U.S.)
The U.S. painting industry is made up of nearly
305,510 businesses. With all the competition out there,
how can you set yourself apart? It’s time to evolve!
I had the opportunity to listen to a panel of painting
professionals talk about all things paint—including how
the industry is changing and some of the things contractors can do to stay ahead of the curve and capitalize on
opportunities. Feel free to share this with them!

Get Online

As consumers are
researching and continuously becoming
more educated, it’s
critical to have an
online presence
to showcase and
market your work.
Start with joining a professional
trade association to
increase your audience and give you an
extra level of credibility.
Create a website that
shows prospective cus-
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tomers some of your past work. Highlight some of your
best finished jobs by presenting before and after images.
Upload videos of you and your crew on the jobsite,
showing your prep work, painting, and the finished
product.
This will allow potential customers to get comfortable
with your work and instill a level of confidence that the
same quality prep and craftsmanship will be done at
their residence. Post up positive customer testimonials
and build a review section where past clients can rate
your work. Blog helpful tips and techniques on social
media demonstrating your level of expertise and further
building trust for future clients.

The “Do it all” Contractor

It used to be a paint contractor was just a paint
contractor. Today, paint contractors need to be much
more. The days of painting only walls and trim are over.
Complement your skills and abilities by expanding into
more technical applications—faux finishes, texturing,
staining decks, dyeing concrete, sealing walkways, etc.
There are endless opportunities to expand into broader
areas, increasing your value and generating more business. In the ever increasing world of decorative finishes,
the ability to bundle your services will surely set you
apart from your competition.

“Time is Money” Redefined

We’ve all heard the old adage “Time is Money,” get
in, get out, and cash that check! While listening to the
panel of professional contractors, I heard that phrase
a lot. But after a while, I got a different sense of what
it actually means. You may be the best painter in the
world—no need to tape off baseboards or put down floor
protection because you’re a pro and have been doing
this for years. You can cut corners with the best of ’em
(pun intended!).
Here’s my takeaway from the session: take the time to
sit down with the customer and explain what you’ll be
doing, showing examples of your past work, answering
questions and addressing their concerns. Take the time
to prep the area before you start. Be sure to tape off the
baseboards, or around kitchen cabinets, and apply floor
protection. Ease the customer’s mind by being diligent
in your preparation efforts. This is what they want to
see. From there, job well done—more pictures, more
testimonials, more word of mouth, more customers.
That’s where the real money is!
Contact Brandon at bpaas@itape.com TPD

See You Later,
Applicator
These popular products, mainly designed
for contractors, will move fast, so stock up!
Roll Fast
with Corona

Corona UltraFast™ production roller
covers are painter favorites for their speed
of coverage, clean up, and durability. The UltraFast’s HighDensity Polyamide fabric, with
its feathered, bristle-like tips,
picks up and releases paint like
no other. It cleans much faster and
easier than other synthetics. It is the closest a
synthetic fabric has come to natural lambswool, yet
with consistent, efficient performance and durability.
“They release the paint more efficiently,” said
Corona president Ben Waksman. “They work
like a lambskin but are much more durable and
consistent. They prove especially effective as
production tools in the 1/2˝ and 3/4˝ naps.” The
Corona UltraFast™ is available in a full series
of naps from 3/8˝ to 1˝, and lengths from 3˝ to
18˝, as well as ReeechIt™ mini-cover versions.
coronabrushes.com

Strike Gold with
ArroWorthy
“ArroWorthy introduced its new Professional Handcrafted Oro brush series
featuring our own proprietary Chylyn
filament,” says company VP Roland
Kolilias.
“The acceptance from the user has
been fantastic. The Oro brush delivers
the level of consistency in paint pick-up
and finish that painters are looking for in a
professional brush as they switch from one
coating to another. Also, it cleans-out easily.”
arroworthy.com
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Wooster Keeps it Firm

In 1985, Wooster unveiled a new synthetic brush
unlike any other on the market. Its shorter filaments
offered more efficient paint coverage and better cutin control. Fast-forward more than 30 years,
and Wooster Ultra/Pro® Firm paintbrushes
are still one of the most successful and imitated
brushes on the market.
Even with all the changes in coatings over
the last three decades—the introduction of
higher solids, reduced drying times, and
low (or no) odor paints—the original Ultra/
Pro filament blend remains a favorite. This
speaks to how Ultra/Pro brushes, like so
many Wooster innovations, are far ahead of their time.
In fact, the only way that the brushes have changed in 30+
years is by incorporating improved tipping processes to
reduce drag. Over 35 different SKUs of Ultra/Pro Firm
paintbrushes are available from The Wooster
Brush Company. woosterbrush.com

Paint Well with
Paintwell

Lindar Corp. recently released
PAINTWELL—paint trays and
tray liners designed for pros and
do-it-yourselfers. “The Paintwell difference is the innovative, thermoformed design,”
said Dave Fosse, director of marketing at Lindar. “With Paintwell
trays and liners used together, the paint is evenly distributed
over the roller on the tray’s ramp surface, creating better paint
coverage and saving time.”
The trays and liners come in 9.5˝ and 18˝ and are made from
durable and solvent resistant recycled RPET material. A Drip
Guard feature reduces spills; liners will fit nearly every paint tray
on today’s market. Products are ergonomically formed to be even
easier to handle and maneuver. “Our team has the knowledge to
customize plastic paint tray liners to precisely fit our customers’
unique needs—any shape, any size,” Fosse said. lindarcorp.com

AYE, THERE’S
THE RUB
An Abrasive Overview

Image provided by Festool.

SKUs at the dealer level and at the same time increase
the productivity for painters,” he explained. “We have
developed new 5" Pro Sanding Discs that will fit any 5"
random orbital machine on the market. Whether it is a
5- or 8-hole machine or a professional dustless machine,
the new Blue Dolphin Barracuda Disc will work and
perform at high levels.”
No need for “spin,” there is already some good buzz
about these discs. “They incorporate new technology that
allows them to run cooler, giving them longer life and
better production. Blue Dolphin has been getting great
placement and wonderful feedback on the performance
of these discs from the product’s end users.”
Still, the best product in the world won’t move if
there isn’t some muscle behind it, so the company is
making sure the word gets out. “We have introduced
displays designed to work with paint, hardware, and
lumber outlets,” said Roland. “They have been very
successful with all three outlets to date. We will also
be promoting them at the spring shows.”
dolphinsundries.com

3M

O

ne thing you learn about the paint industry
quickly is that no category is static. Here
are some new generation abrasives
and sanding equipment designed for speed,
ease of use, and superior results.

Blue Dolphin Sundries

At Blue Dolphin, president Roland
Kolilias is working to make life easier for
the dealer and
BY editor
the end user.
JERRY RABUSHKA
They get
more done, you stock less stuff. “Blue
Dolphin Abrasives has been working
on a premium product that will reduce
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3M™ is sanding its way into 2019
with Pro Grade Precision™ sanding sponges, available in a variety of
forms. The unique Dust Channeling
sanding sponge, made of premium
aluminum oxide mineral, channels
dust away from the sanding surface
and is clog resistant. Use the pattern
side for detail sanding and superior
conformability. The standard
side is best used for flat surface
sanding. 3m.com

Mirka

Mirka’s powerful and compact Direct
Electric Orbital Sander, the Mirka®
DEOS 353CV, is the newest member
in its electric sander family. At only 10
cm. high, the tool’s compact and very
low profile gives it high maneuverability
and helps deliver a precise and efficient
sanding performance. This small and light

NEW!

Introducing Mirka® Iridium
Mirka® Iridium, produced with cutting edge technology and perfected for speed and efficiency.
From coarse to fine grits, Iridium cuts faster with fewer steps on both soft and hard surfaces. Thanks to the
new precision coating, the abrasive does not wear out easily. It practically repels dust, so the grains stay sharp
longer. With the new multihole pattern, pair Iridium with Mirka’s pneumatic or electric tools such as the
Mirka® DEROS or MIRKA® DEOS for superior dust extraction.

Key Iridium Features
•
•
•
•

Fast sanding and consistent scratch pattern saves you time and money
Consistent quality and non-stick coating repels dust and provides a long disc life
Effective multihole pattern delivers outstanding performance without clogging
Premium paper backing offers remarkable flexibility and grain adhesion

Experience Multihole Dust-Free Perfection

Mirka® DEOS / Mirka® DEROS

Iridium Multihole Abrasives

Vacuum Hose

Dust Extractor

mirkawoodworking.us • mirka.com • dustfreeperfection.us
Mirka USA • 2375 Edison Blvd., Twinsburg, Ohio 44087 • tel 800-843-3904 • fax 800-626-6970

sander is naturally equipped with a brushless
motor.
The machine has an easy to operate lever to
control motor speed. It also has a separate on/
off switch for easy and safe handling and features
an integrated vibration sensor and Bluetooth
low energy technology. The vibration sensor makes it possible to view the current
vibration level through the myMirka app.
An in-app purchase allows the followup of the daily vibration exposure. The
low profile and small size make the DEOS
ideal for sanding of profiles and hard-toreach areas. In combination with Mirka’s net
abrasives, the tool offers fast, efficient and
dust-free sanding performance.
mirka.com

Festool

Festool has three new products ready to roll, which
they’re happy to share and describe:
One: Festool offers a fully integrated sanding solution
for all your applications, from aggressive stock removal
to superfine, finish sanding. With a complete line of
abrasives in a wide assortment of different types—and
grits ranging from 24 to 4,000—Festool has the perfect

#1

Seller
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paper to meet your customers’ application needs.
Festool abrasives, with their high-tech coatings,
provide maximum resistance to clogging and
smearing, which means longer lasting abrasives
and less rework.
Two: For those who work with large volumes of
dust and debris, the CT CYCLONE pre-separator
is the simplest answer increasing the efficiency of
the CT Dust Extractor and minimizing its lifetime
cost of ownership—all within a compact solution
that fits seamlessly into the Festool mobility system.
Compliant with OSHA’s Table 1 when used with
a HEPA-certified CT Dust Extractor, the CT
Cyclone is an anti-static three-step filtration system
that separates and collects large debris and coarse
dust before it reaches the mobile dust extractor—
decreasing the number of filters and dust bags that
you’ll need to purchase to keep it running smoothly.
Additionally, the CT Cyclone reduces the overall dust
load on the main filter and ensures consistently high suction
power throughout the work process. Compatible with all

CT Dust Extractors, it is a highly portable and compact
cyclone solution that can be easily transported to the
job site.
Three: The Planex easy Drywall Sander simplifies
drywall sanding. This single-piece machine features an
easy “plug-in and go” design that is easy to set up and to
use. Intuitive controls combine with exceptional balance
and low weight to make the task of drywall sanding
easier than ever.
Enjoy greater freedom-of-movement
and longevity with the direct-drive
EC TEC brushless motor due to its
motor-over-pad design and flexible
head joint. There are no flexible
drive cables and no carbon brushes
on the motor which need replacing.
A removable top section allows
for up-close sanding to abutting
surfaces such as inside edges.
Finally, reduce jobsite clean-up
while working in a cleaner environment, thanks to the integrated
dust extraction design that captures dust at the surface (when
attached to an appropriate dust
extractor). festool.com TPD

Theirs

vs.

Ours

Yes, we dare to compare!
LINDAR’s PAINTWELL paint trays and paint tray liners make a noticeable
difference in the outcome of your commercial or DIY painting projects.
Request LINDAR’s PAINTWELL products for your next painting project.
For more information, call (218) 829-3457 or visit www.lindarcorp.com.

Simply Superior

www.paintdealer.com
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Keeping it Cre

Ohio dealer’s long-term employees keep u

T

hrough the ever-changing trends, fads, brands
and products that exist within the paint industry, things—such as good service and good
advice—still never change! Creative Paints has been
independently catering its business and services to
the people of Columbus, Ohio and surrounding area
since 1964.
John Vickers bought the company around 1980
and under his leadership that one store expanded to
five scattered locations in or
BY contributing writer
near the city of Columbus,
MIRANDA LIPTON
Ohio’s state capital and its
largest city. Vickers first expanded in ’92, bought out an
existing store in ’99, and had his most recent addition
in 2001—all while maintaining an emphasis on quality
products and top notch customer service.
“Being independently owned and operated makes
customer service our number one quality, which sets us
apart,” said Jayson Harper, manager of the Worthington,
OH location, about 15 minutes’ drive north of Columbus.
Plus, customers can be sure that whoever is behind the

counter knows about paint. “We only have one group of
people who work during all hours every day so that knowledge and customer service is there each day from open
to close,” he said.

The Same Difference

Four of the locations are identical, with the fifth
designated as a decorator shop. That location, based
in Clintonville (also slightly north of Columbus), is
staffed with two decorators who offer color, wallpaper,
and home design consultation as well as installations of
window treatments.
While they strive to create a good atmosphere for
customers, the company is a great place to work as well.
Creative Paints has about 30 employees across its five
stores, many of whom have been with the company for
decades. Harper started as a high school student who
needed a job, without much thought for the future of
his career. As he put it…“Once I got in, I got the bug
and now I’m 21 years in and not looking back. It’s been
a good business.”

Below: Jaysen Harper at Creative Paints’ Worthington, OH location. Pagd 19: A customer choosing color, then that same customer
happily leaving the store after she’s got the perfect match, thanks to the folks at Creative!
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eative

up with the times.

High Cost Performance
Simultaneous Dispenser
◎Efficiency up to: 350ml/min x 8

S4

◎ Piston pump, calibration free and

Automatic Vibrational Shaker

easy maintenance
◎ 3-year warranty

“Being
independently
owned and
operated makes
customer
service our
number one
best quality,
which sets us
apart.”

G36

Manual Clamping
Gyroscopic Mixer

AO350

Automatic Dispenser
Simultaneous Dispensing

A+ 350\600\900

Automatic Simultaneous Dispenser

100% Recirculation
Purge Free
◎ Dry Free
◎

◎

M3

V10

1 Gallon Mixer

Manual Dispenser
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“Once I got in I got the bug and now
I’m 21 years in and not looking back.”
And he’s just getting started…according to Creative
Paints president Barbara Pruden, John Vickers’ 21
years is on the lesser side of managerial experience in
these stores.
“Most of our managers have been here 30-plus
years,” Pruden said. “Employing people who have
experience being color matchers has been tough,
especially in the past few years. We are lucky that we
have at least two people at every store that have been
here 15-plus years.”

became much easier. In the big spectrum of things,
painting is an archaic thing. It’s been going on forever
and that side of it hasn’t changed”
Much of Pruden’s family has found work here; the
majority of her ten nephews have cast anchor at Creative
at some point. She appreciates the effort that they and
other young employees contribute to the business.
Summer gets busy in the stores, and it comes at just the
right time for young enthusiastic helpers to be let out
of school!

34 and counting…and changing

Real People Still Needed

Pruden started working in the business thirty-four
years ago when it was a one-store and five-employee
operation. She now manages the day-to-day activities
over all the stores, as Vickers stepped back from the
company three years ago. Both Pruden and Harper
spoke to the unquantifiable level of change seen in the
stores since they started: all of it technological.
“Everything has definitely gotten more modern,
and everything is computerized…literally everything,”
Harper said. “From tinting paint to looking up products, when I started 21 years ago we would pick up a
book and everything would be in there. Now we use
internet tools for anything and everything, and the
back warehouse is all automated. We all didn’t want to
make the change at first but once we did it, life really
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Even though technology has made easier nearly all
aspects of life (both in and out of the stores), Pruden
noted that there are some things that cannot be
replaced with a computer. “Many people think that
color matching computers are sufficient and that
machines are better than the human eye,” she said,
“but our guys are really excellent color matchers.
Customers often like to check with machines to make
sure their colors are accurate. Really, the machines are
great to get you started but our color matchers are still
the best.”
The color choices that customers are making in
Columbus, in Ohio, and throughout the Midwest vary
from those in other parts of the country, Harper said.
He does not notice a “Columbus specific” trend but
recognizes that the fads in these
stores align with the rest of the
Midwest. “I find that they’re
more vibrant on the east coast,”
he noted. “We’re more laid back
out in the Midwest, more elegant
with softer and subtle colors.”
With a population of slightly
under 900,000, many Columbus
residents are likely thinking of
one of these five stores when
they’re looking for a can of paint.
These well-placed stores in this
midwestern metro area have
been able to fulfill the wants
and needs of their customers for
the past 54 years. “People come
to us because they know our
reputation,” Pruden said. “We
are centrally located, and they
are loyal customers.”
creativepaintsohio.com TPD
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Another Prep Article –
This Time for Disasters
The weeks and months immediately following a natural
disaster can be a busy time for paint dealers and contractors. After homeowners and businesses clear out damp
wood after a flood or bulldoze after a tornado, it’s time to
rebuild—and repaint. As a result, disasters can lead to a
sudden burst in demand that can bring new and sudden
challenges to your business.
You may find that you need to make a large order to
replenish your inventory. You may need to hire additional
staff or train existing staff to assist customers who are
searching for paint during one of the most difficult times
of their lives. If customers are located far away, you may
want to invest in a delivery truck and driver to make
deliveries and make your customers’ lives easier.
While your business experiences this sudden influx,
you’ll also want to make sure that you are equipped to

always kept up to date so you can easily
ramp up after a disaster.
Myth: The only time you need to interact with your accountant or bookkeeper
is during tax season.
Reality: Sharing financial records with
key stakeholders can help you make decisions faster. If strategic partners have
access to the most up-to-date financial
records, you won’t have to worry about contributing writer
whether purchasing extra inventory will KEVIN MILLER
put your business in the red for the month.
When your bookkeeper or accountant is
able to access your accounts payable and receivable, you’ll
be able to give them a call and ask how much you can afford
to invest on inventory in any
given month.

“The busy and frenetic periods that
follow disasters can put a strain on
ordinarily efficient and organized
businesses.”
maintain sound financial standing for your business,
especially in the way you manage the massive paper trail
that comes along with the increase of purchase orders,
payments, and hiring. The busy and frenetic periods that
follow disasters can put a strain on ordinarily efficient and
organized businesses, and failing to prepare creates openings for you to make uninformed decisions that could put
your business at risk. To avoid this, make sure you’re not
operating as if any of the following three myths are true.

Three Post-Disaster Business Myths
Dispelled

Myth: An increase in business is always good.
Reality: If you don’t prepare for changes after a natural
disaster, you may find some unwelcome surprises. Even
though many homeowners and property managers will
need paint after a disaster, poorly managing this influx
can have a negative impact on your business. If you order
inventory with funds you don’t have or hire someone
whose payroll you won’t be able to meet, your business
will suffer. To weather unexpected increases in demand,
make sure your financial and inventory records are

Myth: Businesses that
help with disaster recovery
already know how to recover.
Reality: Your paint business is as likely as any other
business to suffer a natural,
cyber, or accidental disaster.
Even if your business isn’t
located in an area prone to natural disasters such as floods,
fires, tornadoes, or hurricanes, fluke disasters can happen
at any time. Issues such as a break-in or an accidentally
spilled glass of water can destroy both physical records and
digital backups. For that reason, one of the ways you can
help your business prepare for a disaster is to make sure all
of your financial records are backed up to a cloud-based
accounting tool.

Preparedness Makes the Difference

No matter where your business is located, the best
way to minimize the negative impact of a disaster is
to prepare. Now is a great time to consider how your
business currently manages its financial records—and
whether your existing system can handle changes in
demand or a natural, cyber, or accidental disaster. TPD
Kevin Miller is CMO of The Neat Company, which
focuses on developing powerful, cost effective
tools for small business that help with expense management, automated bookkeeping and document organization. neat.com
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Penning the Penultimate
Mark Twain once said, “a man who carries a cat by the
tail learns something he can learn no other way.” I feel the
same about a man who drives round trip from New York
to Ohio—with his fiancée!
I’ve been writing for The Paint Dealer and the Mugler
family off and on for almost 30 years. As a writer,
having a regular outlet to publish my words is a blessing because the truth is writers write!
Whether I was publishing my columns
in The Paint Dealer or not, the likelihood
is that they would still be written, so I’ve
always been grateful for the platform.
Much has changed in the paint industry
in the years that I’ve been in these pages.
Automated tint machines have replaced
the manual and point-of-sale computers
have replaced receipt pads. The Internet has
contributing writer
replaced the volumes of product data and
MARK
MSDS sheets that used to line the shelves
LIPTON
of my office. Text messages and emails have
replaced face-to-face customer meetings.
While technology was bringing all
these changes to the
paint business, it has
been wreaking havoc
in the publishing
field. This doesn’t
come as news to
anyone reading this.
What does come
as news is that that
havoc has made it into our own backyard: the next issue of
The Paint Dealer will be its last publication.
I’ve been writing my whole life. When I was a kid, I used
to write stories and read them to my family. I’ve written
speeches for people, poetry, and in college even made a few
bucks writing term papers. Before I had a phone that could
do everything but make my coffee, I had a pad and pen
with me at all times because you never knew when an idea
would pop up. I’ve worked on writing projects that have
lasted from a few hours to a few months, but the longest
most consistent writing project I’ve ever had has been the
years writing for The Paint Dealer.
The Paint Dealer provided me a platform that did not
otherwise exist: a place to advocate for independent paint
retailers and speak about “paint injustice.” My fiancée was
correct on our way to and from Ohio: it’s fun to point out
other people’s problems! The Paint Dealer gave me a way
to do that. Over the years, I got to know thousands of you.
I learned what you liked and what concerned you for our

industry. Your comments became my columns and through
the pages of this magazine, manufacturers listened.
I give the Mugler family lots of credit for doing that.
It’s not easy to try to sell an ad to a paint manufacturer
that just read a column in your magazine about how bad
a job they’re doing. But the Muglers understood—that
was the risk that they ran if they were going to be the
magazine they say they are on the cover: The Voice of the
Independent Paint and Sundries Dealer.
And the magazine DID give independents that voice.
In addition to their pages here, this company started
Paint_Talk, a Yahoo based chat room for paint dealers. It
was the first, and for many years the only chat room for
independent paint retailers. Through Paint_Talk they
allowed dealers’ voices to be heard directly! The paint
manufacturers were listening; almost a third of that group
was employees of paint and sundry companies that wanted
to know what dealers were saying and thinking.
The issue of The Paint Dealer in your hands is the penultimate issue that Mugler Publications will send out. The
dramatic changes in the publishing landscape are literally

“The dramatic changes in
the publishing landscape are
literally stopping the presses.”
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stopping the presses. The world changes, but I find myself
saddened by this particular change. This magazine and
column has been a huge part of my professional life and
I’ll mourn its passing. I’ll keep writing and I suspect keep
publishing, but it won’t feel the same: at least not right away.
On behalf of dealers whom I know have been well served
by this magazine, I thank the Mugler family for all it has
done for independent paint retailers. I believe that contribution to be immeasurable! I’d also like to thank the editor
of the last 13 years (and associate editor for the 14 before
that), Jerry Rabushka. Jerry is an outstanding advocate for
dealers to whom we also owe our thanks.
Writers write, and so I did. I brought my own voice,
but these pages amplified it! For all these years, The Paint
Dealer was my microphone; thank you for keeping it on.
Mark Lipton is the 4th generation owner of
Tremont Paint in New York City as well as a consultant to the coatings industry. mdlipton@me.com TPD

The Apex
of Painting
Self-Build Technology
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At the man u f act u r i n g l ev el,
each gallo n of E V Opai n t ™
is qualified f or Sel f - Bu i l d
Technolog y ™. Ou r produ cts
work by ‘b u i l di n g’ on t o
themselves i n real - t i m e
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you the equ i v al en t of
multiple coat s i n on e
application . We ach i ev e
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of raw mater i al s cou pl ed
with unconv en t i on al
processing m et h ods .
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multiple coat s by ch an gi ng
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